
 
 
 

South Manchester Camera Club – Monochrome Photography talk 05-01-2021 
 

“This is just a quick follow on thanks for your superb presentation to us on Monday. I’m a huge fan 
of monochrome and your talk was an excellent mix of fabulous images and practical tips and 
approach to technique.” 
 
 

Trowbridge Camera Club – Technique & Creativity in Night Photography talk Feb 2021 
 

Thanks for an excellent evening, packed with really useful advice, and some stunning images. 
I really liked your relaxed and friendly presentation style. We will keep in touch with you. 
 
 

Overton Camera Club 
• Light on the Landscape March 2021 

• Night Photography December 2021 
 

“Just a note to thank you for lecture on “ Light in Landscape ”, on behalf of our members I would like 
to say that from the off you had our attention and maintained that throughout your lecture.  The 
subject covered was extremely interesting and the technique of using the light was inspirational. So I 
wonder if you would be prepared to do another lecture for us towards the end of this year.” 
“As I said in the Chat, I've watched a lot of zoom presentations over the past 6 months. This was one 
of the best ones - thank you very much. I didn't have the time to thank you during the presentation, 
and I also noticed for some reasons I wasn't in the mailing list, so I didn't get your email until my 
colleague forwarded it to me yesterday...anyway, I really wanted to let you know this was an 
amazing presentation!” 
 
 

Gloucester Camera Club - Night Photography talk September 2021 
 

“I found the evening very very useful indeed, you covered so much, in just the right detail, to the 
right depth for the given situation, so thanks very much and I hope that we will be able to organise 
you for a session in the future.” 
 

“Thanks for an excellent evening, packed with really useful advice, and some stunning images. 
I really liked your relaxed and friendly presentation style. We will keep in touch with you.” 
 
 



Bingley Camera Club – Photography of Contemporary and Historic Architecture. Jan 2021 
 

“It was an excellent presentation, enjoyed by all - whether very experienced or new.  It was brilliant 
how you explained how you go about composition, with all the tips and advice, and of course some 
absolutely stunning pictures.  We all thought you have an excellent presentation style.   Some of our 
members have been inspired to give architectural photography a go”.   
 
“A belated thanks from me for your presentation on Monday evening.  I thought it was absolutely 
fantastic.  I especially like the fact that you employ straightforward techniques to get stunning 
results.  I love your openness, sharing exactly how you do things and not only that you're one of the 
very few people willing to share their slides which is a lovely touch.” 
 
 

Kilkenny Photo Society - Long Exposure Photography and the Use of Filters. January 2022  
 

On behalf of Kilkenny Photographic Society I would like to thank you for a wonderful, informative 
and enjoyable presentation last evening on long exposure photography and the use of filters.  Your 
preparation and attention to detail was truly impressive together with the array of superb images 
displayed throughout.  Suffice to say your presentation was thoroughly enjoyed by all. 
 
 

Navan Camera Club – Various Presentations 
• The Essentials of Composition in Outdoor Photography September 2020 

• Natural Light in Landscape Photography December 2020 

• Technique & Creativity in Long Exposure Photography - August 2021 
 

“Thanks again for another great presentation. As someone who does a lot of lecturing myself and 
having attended three of your presentations this season, I must say you have a talent for teaching. 
Your relaxed style shoes that you quite clearly in full control of the knowledge of your subject and 
your delivery is very simple and logical which is just what most camera club members need.” 
 
 

Rebekah, Guild of Photographers – RAW processing in Outdoor Photography. March 2022 
 

Super as always Nigel, thank you so kindly for your time and expertise. It's amazing how quickly and 
brilliantly you transform the images, so inspiring!! They're amazing. Thank you.  
 
 

Devises Camera Club – Using Natural Light in Landscape Photography. January 2022 
 

Many thanks, firstly, for giving us such an excellent, informative and enjoyable evening on Tuesday. 
You gave us lots to think about and consider when out in the field, great images and much 
inspiration – thank you. Thank you also for sending over the PDF of the presentation afterwards 
 
 

Stroud Camera Club – Using Natural Light in Landscape Photography.  
 

“Please excuse this rather tardy note to thank you for last night’s excellent presentation (up early 
this am to compete the penultimate leg of the Gloucestershire Way).  You saved us by stepping in at 
the last minute, but your presentation was anything but second best - indeed, given the theme of 
my challenge to members this year, it could not have been more appropriate nor more timely.  I am 
sure you have given our members plenty of great ideas and the tools to capture some great images- 
thank you.” 
 


